
The sun was shining bright as the day began.  A cool 34 degrees with a very light wind greeted 

the morning’s first brace.  The temperatures would rise into the mid 60’s, the skies would 

remain clear, and the wind would remain light through the afternoon braces.  The cool front 

that had n=moved through the area left the humidity low. 

DC/AFC Honey Run’s Cowboy Poet “Baxter” (GSP M O- Adam Delude, Kimberly Neal H-Adam 

Delude) and Kinwashkly Midnight Rambler “Jack” (Britt M O-Jodi Miller H-Kyle Merrill) Baxter 

scored a nice find it five; he had an unproductive which occurred at 25.  He pointed staunchly at 

35 and was mannerly for the flush and shot.  Jack had a nice find on a single at 23; he honored 

Baxter at 35 with good manners.  Baxter hunted predominantly forward.  Jack had a good race 

going that was marred by two brief excursions on deer. 

 

                                                 

 

 

 

 



Eshod’s Firefly “Fly” (IS F O&H Kim Trafton) and FC Graypointe’s BB Queen “BB” (Weim F O-

Christopher & Stephanie Meyer H-Diane Vater) BB pointed at 18; Fly honored nicely; no birds 

were produced.  Fly scored a beautiful, covey find at 22.   Neither dog was changing the 

standings so both handlers opted to pick up early. 

 

 

                    

 

 



FC WFK’s Belle’s Georgia Peanut “Peanut” (GSP F O-Tim & Erica Zick H Dave Walker) and 

Dunfur's Door Number Three “Monte” (GSP F O&H Dan Hoke) Peanut and Monte ran very well 

but they went without bird contact.  Monte was lost late in the hour. 

 

     

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FC Chukarhill Rimrock Eiger “Kip” (ES M O&H Cynthia Findley) and FC Brophy’s Kingpin 

“James” (IS M O-Mary Pavelko & Greg Dixon H- Greg Dixon) The first brace of the afternoon 

featured a pair of well gaited setters flowed easily through the country.  At 19 minutes James 

was found pointing nicely at the end of a line of grassy cover.  His effort was halted at 48 

minutes.  He was asked to relocate, no bird was produced.  Kip had a nice find at 26 minutes,  

He added two more finds, one at 55 minutes and a final find at 58 minutes.  He is a stylish dog 

with impeccable manners. 

 

     

 

                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 



FC Haven’s BA Roundabout Rudy “Rudy” (GSP M O-Jack & Sandy Marchese H-Greg Dixon) and 

FC/AFC Dunfur’s High Desert Hoyt “Hoyt” (GSP M O-Calvin & Irene Palmer & Mike Palmer H-

Dan Hoke)  This was an enjoyable pair of GSPs to watch.  Early in the hour both dogs showed 

plenty of drive and snap.  Rudy was picked up at the 30 minute mark with no game contact.  

Hoyt had a find at 10 minutes, his style very good and manners above reproach.  He was again 

pointing game at 32 minutes.  Asked to relocate, he got too close to his game and was in 

harness. 

 

 

                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sunrise In Tennessee “Misty” (Britt F O-Tiffany & Tom Bass H-Kyle Merrill) and DC Up 

N’Adam’s-Rugerheims Li Cricket “Cricket” (GSP F O-Katrin Tazza & Terry Chandler H-Dave 

Walker) The final brace of the day again featured two very well gaited dogs.  Both dgos applied 

themselves well, seemingly floating over the ground.  At 28 minutes Misty was pointing with 

Cricket backing nicely.  Cricket was next to point at 35 minutes with arresting style, which 

resulted in a non-productive.  Cricket was again pointing with her eye catching style, Misty 

backing nicely.  A large covey was produced in front of the mannerly dogs.  Both dogs fell victim 

to a wild flushing covey at 57 minutes. 

 

    

 


